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A Constructive Approach for Finding Arbitrary Roots
of Polynomials by Neural Networks

De-Shuang Huang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a constructive approach for
finding arbitrary (real or complex) roots of arbitrary (real or
complex) polynomials by multilayer perceptron network (MLPN)
using constrained learning algorithm (CLA), which encodes the a
priori information of constraint relations between root moments
and coefficients of a polynomial into the usual BP algorithm (BPA).
Moreover, the root moment method (RMM) is also simplified into
a recursive version so that the computational complexity can be
further decreased, which leads the roots of those higher order
polynomials to be readily found. In addition, an adaptive learning
parameter with the CLA is also proposed in this paper; an initial
weight selection method is also given. Finally, several experimental
results show that our proposed neural connectionism approaches,
with respect to the nonneural ones, are more efficient and feasible
in finding the arbitrary roots of arbitrary polynomials.

Index Terms—Adaptive learning parameters, computational
complexity, constrained learning, multilayer perceptron networks,
polynomials, recursive, root moment, roots

.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE roots (zeros) finding of polynomials is often required
by various areas of signal processing, such as speech

processing, frequency or direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation
of signals in noise, filter design, spectral analysis, phase
unwrapping, communication (coding theory and decoding
theory, cryptography), etc., [1]–[8]. So far there have existed
many reports on finding the roots of polynomials for a variety
of signal processing topics. Most of them, however, adopted
a conventional numerical method of roots finding, such as
Laguerre’s, Newton–Raphson’s, and Jenkins–Traub’s methods,
etc., [9], [10], in which successive approximations to the roots
are obtained [2], [9]–[13]. Moreover, almost all numerical
methods can only find the roots one by one, i.e., by deflation
method, the next root is obtained by the deflated polynomial
after the former root is found [9]. This means that the numerical
root-finding algorithm is inherently sequential.

Neural networks, especially multilayer perceptron network
(MLPN), have been used successfully in many fields [14]–[24].
Some examples include using two-layered perceptron network
to do the factorization of polynomials with two or multiple vari-
ables [16], [17], applying one-layered linear perceptron for the
inversion of nonsingular matrices [21] and solving linear equa-
tions by neural networks [22], [23], etc. These successful ap-
plications show that neural networks can indeed solve many
(neural) computation problems of signal processing related to
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linear algebra. The conventional BP algorithm (BPA) with a gra-
dient descent type, however, which often exhibits slow conver-
gence, largely limits their wide use in more neural computation
fields. For example, in 2000, Huang designed a Sigma-Pi ( - )
structured neural network to find the real roots of real coefficient
polynomials [24]. It was found that the BP training algorithm
would spend much time to converge unless those initial values
of network synapse weights, corresponding to the root values,
are appropriately selected.

In 1995, Perantonis, et al. proposed, using constrained
learning (CL) technique, which incorporated the a priori in-
formation from problems into the conventional BPA to train
MLPNs [14], [15] and to perform factorization of 2-D poly-
nomials [16]. The results show that the constrained learning
algorithm (CLA) not only exhibits rapid convergence, but also
renders accurate computation values. Hence, it is an effective and
practical method for solving those problems with constrained
conditions. Inspired by this training approach, we can solve
the above mentioned finding roots of polynomials by using the
CLA, which imposes the constrained relation between the roots
and coefficients of a polynomial into the CLA to train a suitably
structured MLPN. Some encouraging computer simulation
results were reported [25]. This method, however, will still
take much training time for high–order polynomials because of
computing the constraint relation involved in between the roots
and the polynomial coefficients. Therefore, to shorten the long
training time in finding the roots of high–order polynomials,
another constrained learning method based on the constrained
relation between the root moments [26] and the polynomial co-
efficients is proposed. Specifically, this root–moment approach
can be simplified into a compact recursive version so that the
computational complexity can be further lowered. As a result,
those problems of rooting high–order polynomials can be easily
solved.

In this paper, we further extend these results into a more
general case of finding arbitrary (including real or complex)
roots of arbitrary (including real or complex) polynomials. In
the process of following derivations, we will always consider
the case of finding complex roots of polynomials. Specifically,
we also give an adaptive method of how to select the learning pa-
rameters with the CLAs and an initial weight selection method
for the root finders.

Why do we revisit this topic of the root-finding polynomial
since there have been many numerical methods? The motivation
based on three facts is stated as follows.

1) It is well known that neural networks with the flexible
parallel structures like brain can obtain simultaneously the
problem solutions. Therefore, by using neural network
approach to find the roots of polynomials, we can obtain
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all roots simultaneously and in parallel, in particular,
when the computations were run on a parallel computing
machine. On the contrary, most of nonneural numerical
methods can only find the roots one by one and increasing
the number of processors will not increase the speed of
finding the solution. Therefore, in essence, the speed for
the numerical methods is certainly slower than the neural
methods.

2) Since the numerical methods are by deflation method, to
sequentially find the roots, each new root is known with
only finite accuracy and errors will creep into the deter-
mination of the coefficients of the successively deflated
polynomial [9]. Hence, the accuracy for the nonneural
numerical approach is fundamentally limited and is not
possible to surpass the one for the neural root-finding ap-
proach that simultaneously finds all roots.

3) All nonneural approaches need to find the good candi-
dates of initial root values, otherwise the designed root
finder will not converge [9], [10], which will certainly
increase the computational complexity and consume ad-
ditional processing time. On the other hand, however,
our proposed neural approaches are instructed by the a
priori information from the problem imposed into the
CLA so that they almost do not need to compute any ini-
tial root values except for randomly selecting them from
the uniform distribution in . The initial weight se-
lection method (IWSM) discussed in the sequel, however,
is only done if we wish to get some insights into the ini-
tial weights so that the selected weights are capable of
assuring the more rapid training to be achieved. Specifi-
cally, an important point to be stressed is that the IWSM
is adopted only if the consumed time for selecting the ini-
tial weights can be neglected with respect to the one for
training the neural root–finder involved.

So it is in considering the three facts above that we address
connectionism method to discuss this topic of root-finding poly-
nomial.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
fundamental problem of finding the roots of polynomials, in-
cluding the constrained relations implicit in polynomials such as
the roots-coefficients relation and the root-moments coefficients
relation. Section III discusses the MLPN root finder model for
rooting polynomials and presents the corresponding complex
CLAs. Section IV focuses on the computational complexity es-
timates of the root-moment method, the recursive root-moment
approach, and the IWSM as well as the adaptive learning param-
eter scheme. Section V presents and discusses several experi-
mental results. Finally, several concluding remarks and further
research directions are arranged in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM PRESENTATION

A. -Order Arbitrary Polynomial Problem

For a given -order polynomial ( denotes the
complex domain)

(1)

Without losing generality, letting and ,
we can write the corresponding complex polynomial co-
efficients into a vector form

. The aim of finding the
roots of this polynomial is how to obtain the root vector

so that the polynomial can
be factorized into . In the past, one
generally used numerical methods to solve this problem [2],
[9]–[11]. Here, we consider adopting neural network technique
to seek the solutions. Assume that we construct an MLPN to
deal with this problem of finding complex roots of polynomial;
then, the -approximate complex roots are
estimated from the network involved. As a result, we can obtain

(2)

For this -order polynomial equation with complex
roots , the problem is how an MLPN model
can be designed to find these complex roots. In the following
section, we will present the basic principle using the MLPN
model to find complex roots of polynomial.

B. Constrained Relations Implicit in Polynomials

Before presenting a new complex CLA by imposing the con-
strained relations from the problem into the conventional BPA,
it is necessary for us to investigate the constrained relations or
additional information implicit in a given polynomial so that a
specific CLA can be constructed to find the arbitrary roots of
polynomials.

1) The Constrained Relation Between Roots and Coefficients
of a Polynomial: It is well known that there exists the con-
strained relationship between the (real or complex) roots and
the coefficients of an -order polynomial as follows [27]:

...
(3)

This is the fundamental result from polynomial theory. There-
fore, if the conventional BPA can be supplemented by such a set
of constrained relations to compose a CLA for finding the cor-
responding roots of polynomial, then the learning process will
be certainly speeded up and the accuracy for the root solutions
will be possibly improved.

2) The Newton Identities: In addition, another constrained
relation, called as the root moment of polynomial first formu-
lated by Isaac Newton, is introduced here, which leads to the
relationships known as the Newton identities (Stathaki [26] and
see the references therein). The root moment of a polynomial is
defined as follows.

Definition 1: For an -order polynomial as (1), assume that
the corresponding roots are, respectively, , and ,
then, the ( , here denotes the integer domain) order
root moment of the polynomial is defined as

(4)
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Obviously, ’s are possibly complex number which
depend on ’s. Furthermore, there hold and

. According to this definition of the
root moment, we can readily obtain the recursive relationship
between the -order root moment and the coefficients of the
polynomial as follows:

...
(5)

The above recursive relationship is named as Newton identity
[26]. Specifically, the above relationship can be used to calculate

for . From these Newton identities, we can obtain a
theorem as follows.

Theorem 1: Suppose that an -order polynomial as (1) is
known, then, a set of parameters (root moment)

is solely determined recursively via (5). Conversely,
given the root moments , an -order polynomial like (1) is
solely determined recursively via (5).

For the case of , however, the above same conclusion
can be stated as follows.

Corollary 1: Suppose that an -order polynomial as (1) is
known, then, a set of parameters (root moment)

is solely determined recursively via (5). Con-
versely, given the root moments ,
an -order polynomial like (1) is solely determined recursively
via (5).

After discussing the constrained conditions implicit in poly-
nomials, in Section III, we shall develop the neural network root
finder model and construct a suitable complex version of the
CLA for finding the arbitrary roots of arbitrary polynomials.

III. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON NETWORK ROOT-FINDER

MODEL AND ADAPTIVE COMPLEX CONSTRAINED

LEARNING ALGORITHMS

A. Multilayer Perceptron Network Root-Finder Model

Considering an -order arbitrary polynomial , the idea
for finding the complex roots of the polynomial by neural net-
works is to use a two-layered perceptron network to represent
or approximate this polynomial so that those weights of the
input-hidden layer of the network try to represent, or approx-
imate, the complex roots of the polynomial. Assume that the
two-layered perceptron network model, as shown in Fig. 1, is
configured to perform the task. Obviously, this network is of the
size of with a structure of two input neurons, hidden
neurons, and one output neuron. As a result, this model, which is
somewhat similar to the - neural network [28], is in essence
a one-layered linear network extended by a difference-product
unit. The network has two input neurons corresponding to the
terms of 1 and , and hidden neurons of forming the dif-
ference between the input and weights ’s, and one output
product neuron of performing the multiplications on the outputs
of hidden neurons. Only the weights between the input neuron
clamped at value 1 and the hidden neurons need to be trained.
The weights between the input and the hidden neurons and
those between the hidden neurons and the output neuron fixed
at 1s.

Fig. 1. A two-layered MLPN model architecture for finding complex roots of
arbitrary polynomials.

From the above analyses, in mathematical terminology, the
output of the th hidden neuron in the network can be written as

, where are the
network weights of input-to-hidden layer, i.e., the complex roots
of the polynomial to be estimated. The output of the output layer
performing multiplication on the outputs of the hidden layer can
be denoted as

(6)

The outer-supervised (target) signal setup at the output of this
network model is . In fact, if (6) is made the logarithmic
transformation after absolute operation, we can obtain the fol-
lowing:

(7)

As a result, another neural root-finder model for finding the
complex roots of polynomial, which is structurally similar to the
factorization network model proposed by Perantonis et al. [16],
can be easily derived. In this model, the hidden neurons, which
compute the linear differences as in the above model, become
nonlinear hidden neurons with a logarithmic activation function
and the output neuron performs a linear summation instead of
multiplication. As pointed out in [16], this structure with loga-
rithmic activation functions has been preferred to the ar-
chitecture employed in [17] and [28] since it produces smoother
cost function landscape avoiding deep valleys and thus facili-
tates learning. In the sequel, we shall focus on discussing this
model.

In the following subsection, we shall present and discuss
the complex CLA, which incorporates into the training of the
MLPN the a priori knowledge about the nature of the problem
in the form of constraints that is suitable for the above two
neural network models for finding polynomial roots.

B. Adaptive Complex Constrained Learning Algorithms for
MLPNs

It is well known that the commonly used BPA, with a gradient
descent type [30], may often lead to unsatisfactory solutions of
the given problem [14]–[16]. Because the error cost function de-
fined at the output of the MLPN may include many long narrow
troughs that are flat in one direction and steep in surrounding
directions, the corresponding training speed is very slow [14],
[15], [31], [32]. If the gradient descent is supplemented with a
momentum acceleration, zigzag paths will probably be avoided
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and the learning process will be accelerated [14], [15]. However,
such an improvement on the BPA can meet only one target— im-
provement of the convergent speed. It is still difficult to realize
the other two targets at the same time—better generalization ca-
pability and a smaller number of local minima. The reason is that
this BPA does not take into account any additional information
about the nature of the problem, except for the network archi-
tecture and the desired input-target output relation [14]–[16].

In 1995, Perantonis and Karras proposed a new CLA [14],
[15] by incorporating additional information about the desired
behavior of the hidden units and synaptic weights, which prove
to be superior to other well-known supervised learning algo-
rithms because of the smaller number of local minima, higher
learning speed, and better generalization capability.

In this paper, we apply this CLA incorporated into the re-
lation between roots (weights) and coefficients of polynomials
to finding the complex roots of polynomials. Suppose that
training patterns are selected from the region of com-
plex domain , an error cost function (ECF) can be defined at
the output of the network

(8)

where is the set of all weights in the neural network and the
superscript denotes complex conjugate. The target signal is

and the actual output of the network can be
expressed as .

The above variables , and function are all pos-
sibly complex-valued ones, so we must in the following do the
derivations according to the rule of complex variables. For an
arbitrary complex variable , where and are the
real and imaginary parts of , and denotes . For the con-
venience of deducing the learning algorithm, here we give a def-
inition of the derivative of a real-valued function (e.g., the ECF)
with respect to complex variable.

Definition 2: Assume a real-valued function is the
function of complex variable with the real and imaginary
parts, and , the derivative of w.r.t is denoted as

.
1) Gradient Descent Algorithm: The BPA is based on the

gradient descent rule, which can easily be deduced from the
ECF. By taking the partial derivative of with respect to
(w.r.t.) , we have

(9)

As a result, the gradient descent based BPA can be described as
follows:

(10)

where denotes the difference between
and , the current, and the past weight.

2) Complex Constrained Learning Algorithm: We can see
in Huang [24] that the BPA has a very slow learning speed un-
less the corresponding suitable and effective initialized weights
are given. Although the approach for initializing weights can be
derived by separating different complex roots by means of the
polynomial theory, it will take a longer time to achieve the accu-
rate upper and lower bounds, especially for those higher order
polynomials.

To alleviate this difficulty, we incorporate the a priori infor-
mation such as the relationship between the complex roots, i.e.,
the weights and the coefficients of a polynomial, and the com-
plex root moments of the polynomial into the gradient descent
based BPA. This facilitates the learning process that leads to
better solutions. Following the idea of the CLA proposed by
Perantonis and Karras [14], [15], we develop a complex CLA for
finding the complex roots of a polynomial. Here, the additional
information available is the constraint relations defined in (3) or
(5). We can uniformly write them as

( denotes the transpose of a vector or matrix), which
is composed of the constraint conditions of (3) or (5). Therefore,
the objective of the learning process is to reach a minimum of
the ECF of (8), which fulfills as good as possible the additional
constraints .

In fact, the CLA proposed by Perantonis, et al. [14]–[16] is es-
sentially similar to the method proposed by Bryson and Denham
[32]. In the algorithm, to avoid missing the global minimum, a
constraint for updated weights is imposed. Consequently, the
sum of absolute valued square of the individual weight changes
takes a predetermined positive value

(11)

where denotes the change of weight is a constant.
This means that, at each epoch, the search for an optimum new
point in the weight space is restricted to a small hypersphere of
radius centered at the point defined by the current weight
vector. If is small enough, the changes to and in-
duced by changes in the weights can be approximated by the
first differentials and .

In the following, we will derive the complex CLA based on
the constraint conditions of and (11). First, assume
to be equal to a predetermined vector quantity , designed
to bring closer to its target (zero). To incorporate the two
constraint conditions of and (11) into the BPA, we in-
troduce suitable Lagrange multipliers for them so that a new
built target cost function includes the effects of these two con-
straint conditions. Assume that a Lagrange multiplier vector

is needed to take into account the con-
straints in and another Lagrange multiplier is intro-
duced for (11). The objective of learning process is to ensure that
the maximum possible change in is achieved at each
epoch. By introducing the function is defined as follows:

(12)
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where the superscript denotes the conjugate transpose of a
vector or matrix. As a result, we can derive

(13)

(14)

(15)

where
is a scalar

and is a vector whose components are defined by
. Specifically, is a matrix,

whose elements are defined by
.

Note that the derivation of the Lagrange multiplier parameters
and can refer to Appendix A.
Equation (13) forms a new weight update rule, called as com-

plex CLA for the MLPN instead of the conventional BPA as de-
scribed in (10).

From (14), we can see that there are parameters
, which need to be determined

before the leaning process begins. Parameter is often
selected as a fixed value. However, the vector parameters

are generally selected as proportional
to , i.e., ( and ),
which ensures that the constraints move toward zero at an
exponential rate as the training progresses [14]–[16]. From
(14), we note that should satisfy . In

practice, the simplest choice for is ,
where is another free parameter of the algorithm
apart from .

Comments: It can be found that the first term of the right
hand of (13) is related to the gradient , i.e.,
the BPA. The difference is that the former coefficient is
(which is related to the a priori information of polynomial),
while the latter one is . The specific key point is that the
second term of the CLA, (which is also related to
the a priori information from the problem), is greatly helpful to
instruct the search along the global minimum of the error surface
so that the optimal solutions (global minimum solutions) can
be readily reached within a shorter time. Therefore, this CLA
is an important learning algorithm that can ensure those neural
computation problems to be exactly solved within a reasonable
time.

IV. EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS ON COMPLEX

CONSTRAINED LEARNING ALGORITHMS

A. Computational Complexity Estimates

In literature [25], we can see that the root-finding method
based on this CLA is apparently faster than that based on the
simple BPA [30]. However, because we have to compute at each
epoch, the values of the constraint conditions of (3) or (5) used
for and their derivatives , which are sharply dominant
in the entire computations of the CLA. Therefore, as the order
of polynomial increases, the training time will significantly

increase. In fact, we can estimate the number of multiplication
operations at each epoch for using the complex CLA based on
the constrained relation of (3) to find the complex roots of a
given -order polynomial as the following remark [25].

Remark 1: At each epoch for finding all the complex roots
of a given -order arbitrary polynomial based on the
constrained learning MLPN using the constraint conditions
from the first one to the th of (3), the estimate of the number
of multiplication operations needed for computing and

is

(16)

Specifically, when , (16) becomes into
. Obviously, is of the

order multiplication operations.
Likewise, we can give the estimate of the number of multi-

plication operations at each epoch for computing the constraint
conditions of (5) for and their derivatives , which is
stated in the following Remark 2.

Remark 2: At each epoch for finding all the complex roots
of a given -order arbitrary polynomial based on the
constrained learning MLPN using the constraint conditions
from the first one to the th of (5), the estimate of the number
of multiplication operations needed for computing and

is

(17)

Obviously, is of the order multiplication
operations, which is considerably lower than that of the original
root-coefficients relation method (RCRM). Specifically, when

, (17) results in
. The deduction of this Remark 2 is stated in Appendix B.

It can be found that the ratio of and
will tend to with , i.e.,

(18)

B. Recursive Root-Moment Method

In fact, owing to the particular form of (5), we find that in
computing , it is not necessary for us to
visit from to considering the relation .
Therefore, in computing we can use the result in computing

(i.e., the stored ), which can be performed recur-
sively from to . Consequently, we can make a fur-
ther reduction on the computational complexity.

Suppose to denote a vector ,
where is a vector with all elements for
1’s. Obviously, there is . For the sake of
convenience, in the following, we give a definition about the
concept, a direct product between two vectors.

Definition 3: Assume two vectors are denoted as
and ; then their

direct product is defined as .
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TABLE I
THE COMPARISONS OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES AT EACH EPOCH OF THE RCRM AND THE RMM AS WELL AS THE RRMM

According to this definition of direct product, we can obtain
the recursive formula of computing the root moments as
follows:

(19)

(20)

(21)

As a result, we can obtain from the above recursive formula,
two sequences and , both
of which will take a total of multiplication operations
at each epoch. If we compute first their values at each epoch and
store them in memory so that the following CLA can call these
values, then a large number of multiplication operations will
be saved. Therefore, according to these recursive computation
formula, we can deduce another remark as follows.

Remark 3: At each epoch for finding all the complex roots
of a given -order polynomial based on the constrained
learning MLPN using the constraint conditions from the first
one to the th of (5) and (19)–(21), the estimate of the number
of multiplication operations needed for recursively computing

and is

(22)

Obviously, is only of the order multipli-
cation operations, which is also lower than that of the foregoing
root moment method (RMM). Specifically, when , (22)
becomes into . The deduc-
tion of this Remark 3 is given in Appendix B.

We can find that the ratio, , of and ,
will tend to with , i.e.,

(23)

Table I gives the comparisons among the computational com-
plexities (CC) at each epoch of the original RCRM, the RMM,
and the recursive root-moment method (RRMM) versus the
polynomial order under the condition of all the constraint
conditions being used.1 Obviously, from the results it is easily
found that the RRMM is indeed of the lowest computational
complexity as increases. However, when is chosen as
a smaller value, the conclusion is contrary. Specifically, the
computational complexity of the RCRM is lower than that of
the RRM and that of the RRMM when and ,
respectively, while the computational complexity of the RRMM
is always lower than that of the RMM for all values (the ex-

1Moreover, the most general case for complex computations, which are four
times the real computations, is considered.

ceptional case is when their computational complexities
are completely equal, i.e., 24).

C. Initial Weight Selection

As pointed out in Section III, the CLA imposes the a priori
information into the ECF, which is different from the conven-
tional BPA. Consequently, it is easier to reach the global min-
imum on the error surface than the BPA. Hence, we can choose
randomly the initial weights from the uniform distribution in
interval . However, sometimes, we wish to get some in-
sights into the initial weights so that the selected weights are
capable of assuring the more rapid training to be achieved. In
the following, we will give two lemmas that define the upper
and lower bounds of the initial roots (weights) of polynomials
[27].

Lemma 1: For an -order arbitrary polynomial as (1),
suppose to be its arbitrary root, then satisfies , where

.
This lemma gives the upper bound of all roots (weights) of

polynomial .
Lemma 2: For an order arbitrary polynomial as (1),

suppose to be its arbitrary root, then satisfies , where

This lemma gives the lower bound of all roots (weights) of
polynomial .

These two lemmas expound the selection method of the upper
and lower bounds of the initial weights of an arbitrary polyno-
mial. Specifically, a key point to be stressed is that this IWSM
is adopted only if the consumed time for selecting the initial
weights can be neglected with respect to the one for training the
neural root finder involved.

D. Adaptive Learning Parameter (ALP) With the Complex CLA

From the complex CLA as described in Section III, we can
see that there exists one key parameter, , in iterating process,
which needs to be determined beforehand. If this parameter is
chosen as a constant in the experiments, the training process
will certainly become very slow. In fact, this parameter should
become smaller and smaller as the training process progresses
since the global minimum is of needle shape on the error surface.
Therefore, this parameter should be initially chosen as a larger
value, then it would become smaller and smaller as the training
process goes. As a result, an adaptive learning parameter (ALP)
scheme is proposed

(24)
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Fig. 2. The learning error and weights (roots) curves for the root finder of the RCRM for the polynomial f (z).

where is the initial value for , which is usually chosen
as a larger value; is the time index for training and the
scale coefficient of time , which is usually set as .

V. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Before presenting the experimental results, three assumptions
are made: (1) the input sample pairs for each poly-
nomial involved are obtained from the domain of

; (2) the total number of input training sample pairs for
each polynomial involved is fixed at 100; and (3) the ini-
tial weight (root) values of the MLPN, unless otherwise stated,
are randomly selected from the uniform distribution in .
This section presents several examples by computer simulations

to illustrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed
approaches. To evaluate a root finder performance (including
speed and accuracy), we define two evaluation criteria as fol-
lows.

1) The roots of a polynomial to be determined were known.
To evaluate the performance of a root finder in this case,
the definition of the following average relative error cri-
terion is used [25]:

(25)

where is the th complex root value of the given poly-
nomial computed by the root finder, i.e., the weight, ,
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Fig. 3. The learning error and weights (roots) curves for the root finder of the RMM for the polynomial f (z).

and is the th true (exact) root value corresponding to
this polynomial. Obviously, the better the root finder is,
the smaller the index is.

2) The roots of a polynomial to be determined were un-
known. In practice, for most real problems the exact root
values of the polynomials are unknown. In such a case, to
evaluate the performance of a root finder, we can use an-
other measure for the accuracy of the approximation [25]

(26)

where are the coefficients of the original polynomial
, and the coefficients of the reconstructed poly-

nomial by the estimated roots . Obviously, the
better the root finder is, the smaller the index is.

A. Finding the Roots of a Polynomial With Known Roots

In this case, assuming a fifth-order polynomial
with the known root

values and , we
now use an MLPN trained by the CLAs, respectively, based on
the RCRM, the RMM, and the RRMM to find the corresponding
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Fig. 4. The learning error and weights (roots) curves for the root finder of the RRMM for the polynomial f (z).

roots. Assuming the termination error (TE) to be ,
the numbers of the constrained conditions for the three methods
to be and without using the ALP method, it was found
from the experiments that the network training would be ex-
tremely slow — even oscillate or diverge. Therefore, to speed up
the training process, the ALP method for in (24) is adopted.
For the three methods, supposing three parameters in the CLAs
to be chosen as the same values, i.e.,
and , it could be found that the corresponding MLPNs
converge to the given TE after 1076781, 74002 and 71 526 iter-
ations, respectively, and the corresponding learning (error and
weight) curves are shown in Figs. 2–4, where only the starting

500 iterations are shown. From Figs. 3 and 4, it can be seen that
at the initial stage of 500 iterations, the corresponding learning
(error and weight) curves for the RMM and the RRMM are
almost completely identical. The reason for this result is that
the RRMM is a fast recursive form of the RMM. Hence, the
change traces for their corresponding errors and weight values
are somewhat similar as well.

In addition, in all experiments for neural and nonneural
methods we adopt Pentium III with CPU clock of 795 Mhz
and RAM of 256 Mb, and use Visual Fortran 90 to encode.
Consequently, we can obtain the estimated root values, the iter-
ating numbers (IN), and the ’s as well as the CPU times for
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TABLE II
THE PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF THE THREE NEURAL ROOT FINDERS OF THE RCRM AND THE RMM AND THE RRMM AND THE THREE NON NEURAL ROOT

FINDERS OF LAGUERRE AND NEWTON–RAPHSON AND JENKINS–TRAUB FOR THE POLYNOMIAL f (z).

the three neural methods and three nonneural methods such as
Laguerre, Newton–Raphson and Jenkins–Traub, respectively,
as shown in Table II. It can be seen from Table II that the CPU
time for the RCRM is all considerably longer than those for
the other two neural methods, but slightly shorter than those
for the three nonneural methods. Obviously, the experimental
results from Fig. 2–4 and Table II show that the RRMM is
of the fastest training speed. Furthermore, the estimated ac-
curacy is higher than the other two neural methods and the
three nonneural methods as well, where the reason might be
explained to be that the shorter training time will alleviate
the limited word-length effect for computers so that the ac-
curacy for the root finder is relatively improved. Furthermore,
the experimental results also show that the neural methods’
performance is, whether in speed or accuracy, superior to the
nonneural methods.

B. Finding the Roots of a Polynomials With Unknown Roots

We consider a sixth-order complex coefficient polynomial
,

where the corresponding root values are unknown. We employ
the MLPN trained by the CLAs, respectively, based on the
RCRM, the RMM, and the RRMM to find the complex roots
of this polynomial and compare their performances with the
three nonneural methods mentioned above. According to the
initial weight selection method of Lemmas 1 and 2, for
the initial weights should be chosen in the range of

. Letting the TE be and
in all the three neural methods,

consequently, the corresponding learning error curves for three
methods are shown in Fig. 5, which shows that the RRMM is
of the fastest training speed. In addition, Table III demonstrates
the estimated root values, INs, CPU times, and ’s for the six
methods. The experimental results again show that the RRMM
is of the fastest training speed and a relatively higher estimated
accuracy among the six methods and the neural methods are
in performance (speed and accuracy) better than the nonneural
methods.

Fig. 5. The learning error curves for three methods of the RCRM and the RMM
and the RRMM for finding the complex roots of the polynomial f (z).

C. Different Number of Constrained Conditions

In this section, we investigate how the performances of the
root finders are related to the number of constrained conditions.
Given a four-order polynomial with known
root values and , we
used the CLAs based on the RCRM, the RMM, and the RRMM,
respectively, to train a 2-4-1 structure of MLPN for finding the
real roots. Supposed four and two constrained conditions or-
dered from the first one of (3) or (5) to be employed, respec-
tively, and the TE to be , Table IV shows the perfor-
mance comparisons between the three neural root finders with
two different number of constrained conditions.

The results show that the training times of the root finders
with four constrained conditions are much shorter than the
training times with two constrained conditions. More exper-
imental results show that for the cases of close roots, using
the fewer constrained conditions might make the learning not
converge (sometimes, oscillate in the vicinity of some points
as the BPA does). It must be pointed out, however, that the
accuracies of the root finders with fewer constrained conditions
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TABLE III
THE PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF THE THREE NEURAL ROOT FINDERS OF THE RCRM AND THE RMM AND THE RRMM AND THE THREE NON NEURAL ROOT

FINDERS OF LAGUERRE AND NEWTON–RAPHSON AND JENKINS–TRAUB FOR THE POLYNOMIAL f (z)

TABLE IV
THE PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF THE THREE NEURAL ROOT FINDERS OF THE RCRM AND THE RMM AND THE RRMM WITH

FOUR AND TWO CONSTRAINED CONDITIONS FOR THE POLYNOMIAL f (z)
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Fig. 6. The six sets of curves of the average estimated roots accuracies of the
three neural root finders and the three nonneural root finders versus the order of
polynomial f (z).

are higher than those with more constrained conditions in the
case of the same termination error that can be seen from Table IV
since more iterating numbers are needed.

Comments: It can be found from the experimental results
that the more the number of the constrained conditions is, the
faster the convergent speed is. In general, when the constrained
conditions are fully used to design the CLA, it will be easier
for the algorithm to converge to the global minima. In addition,
to avoid as the local minima as possible, it is suggested that
the initial weight selection method introduced above should be
adopted, especially for the case of the less number of the con-
strained conditions being obtained.

D. Higher Order Polynomial Case

Finally, to observe the effects of the order of a
polynomial on the estimated root accuracy, we use

-order polynomial with known root values
to conduct related experi-

ments. Assuming the TE and the controlling
parameters to be kept
unchanged in experiments, for each root finder (including the
three neural ones and the three nonneural ones), we change the
order of the polynomial from to and repeat,
respectively, 40 experiments by choosing different initial
connection weights from the uniform distribution in .
Consequently, by (25), we can obtain six set of curves of the
average estimated root accuracies corresponding to the six
root-finding methods, as shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6, it shows
that the neural root-finding methods are almost not sensitive
to the order of the polynomial (however, the accuracies slowly
decreases due to a high load of computational complexity as the
order of polynomial increases), while the nonneural methods’
accuracies significantly decrease as the order of the polynomial
increases, especially for the Laguerre’s.

Further, for an order polynomial , assuming
the controlling parameters are fixed as above under four dif-
ferent termination errors: (a) , (b) , (c)

, and (d) , we use the CLA-RRMM
to repeatedly train the corresponding MLPN root finder with

40 different random initial connection weights in until
the four TEs are reached. The estimated roots distributions in
the complex plane are illustrated in Fig. 7. From Fig. 7, it can
be seen that the estimated roots’ accuracies become higher and
higher and the estimated roots’ scatters smaller and smaller as
the termination accuracy increases. At the same time, these re-
sults also show that our proposed MLPN root finders are in-
dependent of the initial weight values. In other words, even if
the initial roots are randomly chosen, our proposed MLPN root
finders can also rapidly find the zeros of polynomials.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper discussed how to use MLPNs to find the roots
(including real or complex) of arbitrary polynomials, which is
an important research topic for neural computations and digital
signal processing. The problem of finding roots of polynomials
may be mapped to MLPNs similar to a function approximation
problem. To speed up the training speed for the roots-finding
MLPNs, the a priori information from the problems such as the
root-coefficients relation and the root moments implicit in the
polynomials must be employed to construct a new complex con-
strained learning algorithm (CLA). This paper discusses how
to integrate these constrained conditions available from poly-
nomials into the training of MLPNs for the finding roots. We
investigated imposing the root-coefficients relation and the root
moments, respectively, into the conventional BPA for formu-
lating the corresponding CLAs. Specifically, for the a priori in-
formation of the root moments from polynomial, we derived
a recursive root moments based CLA to train a suitable struc-
ture of MLPNs for finding the roots of polynomials, which is
of more rapid training speed. Moreover, we made the estimates
of computation complexities on the RCRM, the RMM, and the
RRMM, respectively. It was found from both theory and ex-
periments that the RRMM is of lowest computation complexity
among the three methods. In addition, we proposed an adap-
tive learning parameter method for selecting the weight bound
parameter and gave the initial weight selection method for
the roots finding MLPNs. Finally, by computer simulations, it
was showed that the RRMM is the best method among the three
methods not only in the training speed but also in the estimated
accuracy.

Specifically, in this paper, we also discussed and compared
the performance of the three neural root finders based on the
RCRM, the RMM, and the RRMM, respectively, and the three
nonneural root finders such as Laguerre, Newton–Raphson, and
Jenkins–Traub methods. The experimental results showed that
although coded by Visual Fortran 90 program and performed on
conventional von Neumann sequential architecture computer
with an inherently parallel algorithm, the three neural root
finders have significantly faster training speeds and better
convergent root accuracies with respect to the three nonneural
methods.

Further works will include how to find, by neural connec-
tionism method, the roots with the maximum and minimum
moduli rapidly for a given polynomial so as to exactly judge
whether a polynomial can be utilized to design a minimum
phase system in signal processing.
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Fig. 7. The estimated roots distributions of f (z) in the complex plane for the MLPN –RRMM root finder model under different termination errors. (a) e = 0:1.
(b) e = 0:01,. (c) e = 0:001. (d) e = 0:0001.

APPENDIX A

The derivations of (14) and (15) are stated as follows.
By substituting (13) into the condition ,

we have
, where

, we have ,
which is just (15). By substituting (13) into (11), we have

, which can be
further rewritten as

, where . Considering (15)
and and , we have

, which is
just (14).

APPENDIX B

Lemma B.1: The squared sum of natural numbers is
.

The derivation of Remark 2 is presented as follows.

1) In the most general case of complex number, the number
of the multiplication operations for computing the con-
strained conditions ordered from the first one of of (5)
at each epoch is

(B.1)

2) In the most general case of complex number, the number
of the multiplication operations for computing the
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constrained conditions ordered from the first one of the
derivations at each epoch is

(B.2)

We can then compute the total number of the multipli-
cation operations for the constrained conditions or-
dered from the first one of and at each epoch

(B.3)

Specifically, when , (B.3) becomes into
.

Obviously, the limitation value of the ratio of
and can be derived

(B.4)

Q.E.D.
The derivation of Remark 3 is given as follows.

1) The number of the multiplication operations for com-
puting the terms ordered from the first one of
the two complex sequences and

at each epoch is
.

2) The number of the multiplication operations for com-
puting the terms ordered from the first one of the com-
plex constraint conditions of (5) apart from the above
two sequences at each epoch is

.
3) The number of the multiplication operations for com-

puting the terms ordered from the first one of
of (5) apart from the above two sequences at each epoch is

. Consequently, we can compute the total number of
the multiplication operations for computing the terms
ordered from the first one of and at each epoch

. Specifically, when
. Moreover, the limitation value of the

ratio of and can be derived

(B.5)
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